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PALET T E P E R FECT

INTRODUCING 17 NEW COORDINATING DESIGNS TO OUR ABSTRACTS COLLECTION

5304

5306

Chalk White Concrete

5307

Oyster Impression

Natural Gray Concrete

5305

5308

Blue Gaze Impression

Fly Ash Concrete

CONCRETE

Now you can draw from a complete palette of coordinating
surfacing materials. The seven new designs and 17 colorations
all embody the essence of the materials that inspired them,
from ancient frescos and industrial concrete to the rich colors
and textures of dessert sands. And, each has been designed to
harmonize with our collections of realistic wood prints; pearlescent
solid colors; pre-finished, real wood veneers; organic textures;
and architecturally-scaled, embossed metals. What’s more, when
combined with the original Abstracts designs, the refreshed
collection gives you 33 horizontal and vertical surfacing options to
truly accentuate your ideas. Review this brochure now to explore
the perfect synergy between color and texture.

IMPRESSION

MORE POWER TO YOU

5303

Shell Gray Impression

5309

IMPRESSION

Balanced subtle gradations of
neutral layered colors create a calm
and elegant aesthetic, reminiscent
of ancient fresco techniques.

CONCRETE

A realistic reproduction of a basic
building material, offering an
unrivaled look that is authentic
in every nuance—down to the
markings left by press boards.

MINERAL

Let natural beauty inspire your next project. The new designs in
our Abstracts collection truly honor the materials that inspired
them through authentic color and textural representations.
Essentials to add to your design palette include:

Pumice Soapstone

SOAPSTONE

ELEGANT ESSENTIALS

SOAPSTONE

Inspired by a raw metamorphic
rock mineral that feels silky
and smooth conveys a subtle
monochromatic highlight lightly
spread across the surface.

5310

Umber Soapstone

5312

Ivory Mineral

MINERAL

Based on a vast natural resource
in all of its abundant and alluring
colors and textures.

5311

Carbon Soapstone

5313

Gray Mineral

MIRAGE

LINEA

ABSTRACT ANSWERS

5314

5317

Mystic White Linea

Goby Mirage

5315

5318

More expressions that explore the boundaries between art and design:

LINEA

Superimposed lines on vertical
and horizontal plains create
an aesthetic of sophisticated
simplicity.

MIRAGE

VULCANICO

Our interpretation of a classic,
granulated stone combines
neutral shades and clarity,
making this design perfect for
today’s interior applications.

Bronze Haze Linea

Kalahari Mirage

VULCANICO

Inspired by the world’s greatest
deserts, Mirage blends ancient
Chinese color washes on top
of each other to reinforce
dimensionality.

5316

Meteorite Linea

5319

Cinder Vulcanico

CONTEMPORARY
COORDINATES

Brushed Stainless

2422

Porcelain

COORDINATES

All of the designs in our Abstracts collection
coordinate with our other collections, so you
can enjoy a complete palette of surfacing
options.

610 Waves

5311

Carbon Soap Stone

Explore some of our perfect pairings today
at www.laminart.com/abstract.

2464

Citrine

7958

Zebrawood

3082

5308

Bronze Pearwood

5314

Discover more surprising synergies at www.laminart.com/abstracts today.

COORDINATES

URBAN URBANE

Fly Ash Concrete

3084

Mystic White Linea

Swiss Elm

619

2451

Axis Brushed Bronze
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